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Swimming is crucial for many unicellular “organisms”
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- Genotype - Environment

- Stochasticity (temporal and isogenic)- Developmental time

Cell 2Cell 1

Long-time Short-time Short-time

Swimming is influenced by different sources of variability
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Questions addressed in this work

2. Which properties of swimming are maintained throughout the lifetime of cells?

1. How to characterize the swimming behavior of single cells?
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We built a setup to image single cells for long-time periods
Microfluidic device
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We built a setup to image single cells for long-time periods
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We built a setup to image single cells for long-time periods
+
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0.5 mm
 20 fps

⃗vω

Δt = 1 frame

- Linear speed, 
v
- Turning speed, 
ω

Tracking single cells

Variables of motion
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Swimming presents features at multiple time scales

T = 1 h

T ≈ 12 h

T = 5 s

T = 10 minLong-time

Short-time
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Cells slow down over their lifetime

⟨v⟩(t) =
v0

1 + e(t−t*)/τ

11 cells
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Older cells turn more
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11 cells

5-min segment



Gaussian fit


ν = (1.21 ± 0.02) Hz

Cells oscillate at short time scales
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Conclusion
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By combining compact microscopes with microfluidic devices, we acquired long-
time quantitative data of single-cell swimming

2. Which properties of swimming are maintained throughout the lifetime of cells?

1. How to characterize the swimming behavior of single cells?

- Cells slow down and turn more over their lifetime
- Despite different initial speeds and decay times, cells slow down similarly
- Oscillatory motion is maintained, but with wide frequency spectra

Thank you! Questions?
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Microfluidic device to confine swimming cells
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Cell loading and confinement
Air removal Cell confinementCell loading
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Dissimilarity between detrended time segments


How does behavior vary beyond the slow-down?



11 cells
Correlations


Low-dimensional embedding


Turns explain variability beyond slow-down



The variability of oscillatory motion is mostly intra-individual

Width variability


Peak variability


Cell-to-cell  
variability




Active brownian particles
·v = − γ(v)v + ηv

v ·θ = ηθ + oscillations

γ(v)v =
1
τv

(v − vtrend)

x

y
ev

eθe.g.: ·v = ·vev + v ·θeθ

η = ηvev + ηθeθ

Compare statistical quantities with data; for instance, :PSD(v)

Work in progress!


